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1959

EDITORIAL NOTE
With this issue, Cave Research Associates commences a new
series to be issued on a bimonthly basis. The publication will
be of modest scope, cC'Tlsisting merely of several pages per issue
containing

review

articles

and

comments

on speleological

problems

and discussions of general interest.
We do not expect to publish
individual cave descriptions or trip accounts -- far too much of
this material is already being published elsewhere.
In other
words, we intend to create a publication of general interest,
unlimited by regional scope, that will prove of value to workers
in any country.
Material

submitted

for

review

will

be welcomed,

and

analysis

and publication will follow if space and interest permit.
Articles originating in this country or abroad will be considered
for

publication

whenever

consistent

with

policies

and

editorial

standards.
In order to make this publication widely available, a one
year subscription for the volume will be available at a cost of
$1.00 U.S. currency or in exchange for a relevant publication.
Checks should be made payable to Cave Research Associates.
We
realize the many problems of foreign currency exchange, and
therefore if an exchange publication is not feasible, a limited
number of complimentary foreign subscriptions will be available.
It is also hoped that this exchange policy will serve to augment
the material available for review.
Subscriptions will be
accepted only for an entire volume and mid-year subscriptions
will therefore receive the earlier issues of that year.
It is our goal that this publication shall serve as one
additional step toward an international exchange of speleological
data.

* * * *

PETER K. Solution kinetics of calcite.
Journal of Geology.
vol.66 #2, p.163-116,
March, 1958.
The rate mechanism of the carbonate process is not yet
completely solved, but Dr. Weyl has made a distinct contribution
in this recent work. The implications of the paper in its
bearings on the Davis-Bretz "Phreatic-vadose" concept will merit
close stud~ by serious students of cave formation.
Further
investigation along these lines would appear well warranted.
Gradually, the quantatative application of the carbonate
equations to geological processes has been eliminating much of
VffiYL,

-
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the conjecture and speculation of earlier speleological papers.
French speleologists, in particular, have been interested in this
approach (Trombe, F. Trait~ de S~eleolo§ie.
Payot, Paris. 376p.
1952; also 3choeller, H. Geochemae des ~aux Souterraines.
Revue
d l'Institut Francais du Petrole.
Paris 16. 1955). One example
of thls trend has been-rllustrated by the application of solvent
motion to the study of water horizons (solutional nips)(Kaye, C.A.
The effect of solvent motion on limestone solution.
Journal of
GeOlo~.
vol.65 #1, p.35-46, January, 1957), and a second
-examp~ is the application of the saline effect to karst solution
(Pous, J.M. & J.A. Caparros.
Sobre el papel desempenado por el
efecto saline en la genesis de ciertas cavidades karsticas
desarrolladas en las lineas de costa. §peleon
vol.8 #1-2-3-4,
p.81-88, 1957). It would now appear th~ the two foremost
problems are the actual application of the eXisting equations to
the limestone solution process, and more satisfactory values for
the step: (C02)/H2CO, = K(P,T, ~). The latter problem will

probably be solved ifithe chemical laboratories, but the former
must be solved by the speleologists.
Weyl concludes that rate of
solution increases linearly with flow velocity.
He also
determines the rate-limiting step to be the rate of transport
through the solution.
It is concluded that subterranean waters
are normally saturated except when first entering the limestone,
or unless solubility changes occur. The mathematics of such
solution are developed for several special cases. The statements
on saturation are those upon which attention should be fixed.
R.D.
DE LA CALLE, MANUAL RIVERO & ANTONIO NuNEz JIMENEZ.
Excursiones
Arqueologicas a CamagUey.
Universidad Central de las Villas,
Santa Clara, Cuba. 1958. 62p.
-- --This interesting preliminary report covering several days of

archeological field exploration in a cave and in mounds of Cuba
is the first of a new series from this institution.
Cueva Pichado,
a limestone cave in central Cuba known to earlier explorers but
long ago forgotten, contains, in addition to more than 200 meters
of cave passage, a group of large, reddish pictographs, believed
representative of the pre-Columbian Taina culture.
According to
Harrington (Cuba before Columbus.
Indian ~
and Monographs
vOl.17, Parts I,ll. 507p. 1921), the Taina were an advanced
people who invaded Cuba from South America via Haiti before and
after discovery, driving the more primitive

cave-dwelling

Ciboney

tribes into less habitable terrain and into subjugation.
Harrington's monograph, inCidentally, makes very fascinating
reading in cave archeology.

In de la Calle's report, of principal interest is a face-like
mask haVing outward-sloping eyes and long, divided ear-pendants.
A test pit in the floor revealed fragments of channelled earthenware casava griddles (burenes) but nothing utilitarian.
The
cave is claimed to be the only known pictograph site on the Cuban
mainland, and its location on ffhe slope of Cerro de Tuabaquey,
the highest elevation of Camaguey province in the center of Cuba,
suggests that it was the central ceremonial site of the Tainans.
- 2 -

The mounds, located in the canebrake of las Lomas de Gueney
near the north coast of Camaglley, are also of interest to
speleology, for in plan they have the form of a bat in flight,
108 meters acrose, the only zoomorphic mounds known in Cuba.
Test trenching turned up fragments of crudely fashioned and fired
earthenware of diverse shapes, the most interesting being a pair
of bowl handles in the form of two bate peeking at each other
over the rim, and another bat-faced plate handle. The mounds
also are attributed to the Taina culture, of which this totemic
ornamentation ie typical.
The report is well illustrated with photographs and drawings,
but only sketch maps of the sites are provided. Historical
accounts of the early explorers sre ~uoted in detail and related
sites are discussed, including Harrington's excavations in 1915
and 1919. It is hoped that the future report promised by the
authors will include a thorough description of the entire cave
and surveyed maps of both the cave and the mounds.
A.L.L.
TRIMMEL, H. Internationale Bibliographie fUr Spelaologie, Jahr
1952. Wissenschaftliche Beihefte zur Zeitschrift "Die H8hle"
Nr. 4. (S 30) Vienna, 1958.
--Although lagging regrettably on a chronological basis, the
scope of this work nevertheless again causes this current issue
to rank as one of the most important of the year's speleological
publications.
Ideally, there should also be greater coverage;
perhaps a closer liaisson with various speleological groups might
contribute in this direction.
The immense amount of effort that
has gone into the production of 72 pages of bibliography and
1183 referenoes will stand cn its own merits, and neither
publication delay nor minor errors can offset the importance of
this contribution.
The bibliography is a must for every serious
speleological group. The fifth number of this series, the 1953
bibliography is listed by ~
~
as available, but has not
yet been received.
R.D.
NORTHEASTERN REGIONAL ORGANIZATION OF THE NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY. Gage Caverns, Spring, 1958. 8p. (Available from
Jeanne Gurnee, 231 Irving Ave., Closter, N.J., price: $0.50)
~ith this report, the N.R.O. begins a series of formal cave
descriptions.
The mimeographed text is brief, but contains a
valuable historical summary and bibliography.
ll:cluded are
factual, but sketchy geological notes and a description cf smoke
and dye tests. The printed maps are well done: a careful plan
and profile of the cave, and a plan map of the surface dolines in
the neighborhood with the cave superimpcsed.
Photos are also
inclUded.
This modest report demonstrates that a constructive and
unpretentious cave account can result from amateur cave expl~rers
when they dispense with the usual folksiness and gossip typical
of too many of their mimeographed publications.
A.L.L.
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JILLSON, WILLARD ROUSE.
Perry Publishing Co"

Geology of Barren County, Kentucky.
Frankfort, Ky. 1958,

In this volume, Dr. Jillson, former director of the Kentucky
Geological Survey, presents a thoroughly readable and interesting
account of the geology of Barren County.
This area, according
to the author,

contains

20 to 25 caves,

including

Horse

Cave,

Sand Cave, and part of Mammoth Cave National Park. Al though the
caves are only briefly treated, the speleological value of the

book

rests

in its service

as a convenient

sourcebook

on the

is named.

Seven

geological explorations, topography, paleontology and stratigraphy, and the areal and economic geology of Barren County.
The last part of the book is devoted to recounting the history
of oil and gas development commencing from the first strike in
1865,
Of special interest to speleologists is the section describing
the karsted

examples
vestiges

barrens,

for which

of stream modification
of the abandoned

the county

Miocene

are examined
courses

in which appear

of Echo

River,

Blue

Spring Creek, Lost Creek, and others. These, after uplift, were
captured by the enlarging solution channels in the limestone
beneath the Cypress sandstone capping.
These channels are now
portions

of caves

such

as Mammoth,

Horse,

and others,

proven by deposits of Cypress sand within them.

which

formerly

by underground

flowed

basin of Great
by a limestone

westward

into

Green

channels which re-directed

River,

as is

Beaver Creek,

became

pirated

it into the drainage

Barren River.
The cavern route is now represented
gorge called the ltnarrows". This calls
to mind

an analog in eastern Nevada studied by the reviewer (Lange, A,
1958. Stream piracy and cave development along Baker Creek,
Nevada. Western Speleological Bulletin #1) wherein Baker Creek,
near Lehman Caves, was captured by underground caves and diverted
under a limestone ridge into the neighboring canyon, leaving a
steep-walled

gorge

also

called

the IlNarrowsll•

While some excellent sketches and photographs are inclUded,
the book suffers from a lack of legible maps. An essential
drainage

our copy.

map,

referred

to in the text,

was entirely

missing

in

A.L.L,

Address all subscriptions and communications to Cave Research
Associates,
2756 34th Avenue, San Francisco 16, California.
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